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The Chili bites like the Tarantula!
The unique flavour of chilies, green and red, invaluable in Indian cuisine, is part of the plant’s
protection system, says S.Ananthanarayanan.
More ominously, David Julius and colleagues at the University of California have discovered
that the pungency of the chili has the same origin as the deadly sting of the Tarantula spider!
Stings and pain
Bites and stings of a variety of animals, scorpions, snakes, spiders, are known to cause shock,
paralysis and death and their venom have been studied to identify the active toxic agents. The
poisons are found to be mainly neurotoxin peptides, or proteins that block the way nerves
communicate, or agents that prevent muscles from responding to signals from nerves. The result
in most cases is asphyxiation, paralysis, drop in blood pressure, leading to death.
While knowing how the poisons work has helped develop antidotes for the poisons, the study has
also enabled useful drugs to be created. In 1949, for instance, it was discovered that an enzyme
in snake venom leads to dilation of blood vessels. This helped the development of drugs to
control blood pressure.
Apart from blocking communications and causing death or immobilizing victims, these toxic
bites also cause intense pain, which may be the immediate and more effective protection for the
animals. This, pain causing part of the poisons of stings and bites has not been as well
researched.
Receptors and toxins
The way nerve cells communicate is that the cells ‘at rest’ contain a concentration of ‘ions’,
which are atoms or combination of atoms with an electric charge, which is different from the
concentration outside the cell. There is thus a pressure of ions to flow into or out of the cell. But
the walls of the cell ‘at rest’ do not allow ions to pass and equalize concentrations. This only
happens when gateways in the cell wall get opened – and this happens when a neighboring cell
sends a signal to a receptor of first cell. The receptor is an arrangement of atoms on the cell wall,
which exactly fit the shape and the charges of the signal.
Once the signal comes, the cell wall opens up and charges rush in an out, to equalize. When this
happens, the cells itself gets ready to send a signal to another neighboring cell, and so on. What
the toxic proteins in the snake or spider poison do is to combine with these receptors and thus
block the possibility of a signal being sent to the nerve cell.
Another kind of action of nerve cells is not just receiving signals from other cells but to react to
the environment. This is the case of sensory nerves, which have receptors that get excited by
sensory signals, such as pain when the body is injured.

Why thee bite stings
Julius annd colleaguess examined the venom from
f
twentyy two scorpioon and spideer species, which
w
have paiinful bites, to
t see it they contained activatorss of sensoryy neurons. The
T venom were
screened against diffferent recepttors, includinng three whiich were knoown to get activated
a
by plant
derived irritants,
i
succh as capsaaicin (the acctive compoonent of chilli pepper), mustard oill and
menthol.
It was foound that thee venom of psalmopoeu
us cambridggei, a tarantuula found inn the West Indies
activatedd the receptor which reesponded too chill pepppers! Furtherr analysis revealed
r
thaat the
tarantula venom con
ntains three peptides, orr amino acidd chains (just like proteeins) which were
active in stimulating the capsaiciin receptors. To confirm, the group tried
t
out synthetic versioons of
the same molecules and
a they fouund them justt as good.
a they founnd that they caused the same
The grouup also tried out injectinng the toxins into mice and
reaction as injecting the extract of
o chili. Andd injecting thhe stuff into mice deficieent in the speecific
c
the sting
s
of spidder bites andd the
receptorss caused no pain! It is quite clear that what causes
sharpness of the chilii has been iddentified.
So the chhili pepper uses
u
the sam
me signaling mechanism as the Westt Indian spidder to discouurage
predatorss. But the same mechanism givess chili pepppers its disttinctive effeect on foodd and
encouragges farmers to
t cultivate thhe most punngent varietiees!

A nerve cell is also a cell, like any other.
This meaans it has alll the apparattus of cells,
includingg the nucleuss, with the innstructions,
in DNA, of what en
nzymes to prroduce and
hence hoow to manag
ge the chemical balance
in the celll. These insstructions tell the nerve
cell to prroduce a slight excess of
o positive,
potassium
m ions and also
a of somee negatively
charged protein mo
olecules. Att the same
time, thee cell has a slight defficiency of
positive, sodium ions and negative,
chlorine ions. The relative
r
conncentrations
of the different ions inside and outside the
cell are shown in the diagram.

